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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Introduction
　　Let G　be a finite group， 　P　a prime number and 召ａかblock of G with
defect group D.　There is an important problem in　representation theory of
finite groups that is to give ａ description of 召when the structure of £)iｓ
given. Concerning with this problem there　are　some　successful results。Ｅ｡Ｃ。
Dade[9]proved his results when 刀iｓ cyclic. R. Brauer[6]proved his results
for the case where ｶ＝2 and D is dihedral by making use of his powerful
methods ([31，[41，[5]). Using Brauer's methods I.B. Oisson[18]obtained his
results when ♪＝2 and p is generalized quaternion or quasidihedral.　In [3, IV]
Ｒ。Brauer investigated 召whenｶ＝2 and むis elementary abelian of order 4｡
　　1n the present paper we study 召when pﾆ＝2 and 召is the principal 2-block
of G with an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup Ｒ　Let ｇ(Ｇ)＝ly‰(Ｐ):CoiP)に　Let
仄(Ｇ)be the principal 2-block of G， and let　0(G) and　ぴ(Ｇ)be　the　maximal
normal subgroup of G of odd order and the minimal normal subgroup of G of
odd index, respectively. By the results on finite groups with abelian Sylow
2-subgroups ([21，[161，[17],[20],[21]), the structure of ぴ(Ｇ/０(Ｇ))iｓ almost
determined。In general, however, Bq(G) is different from　仄(S)ｗherｅ　Ｓ＝
び(Ｇ/０(G)). The　main　purpose　of　this paper　is　to　investigate　the　relation
between BJG) and Bo(S)。In particular we shall prove that 召o(Ｇ)iｓisomorphic
tｏ仄(S)foｒ the cases where ぺＧ)＝ぺS)=prime, 9 and 21｡
　　1n section l we shall state several lemmas and propositions which will　be
useful for our aim.　One of them is Alperin's theorem on isomorphic principal
blocks[11. Let S＝ぴ(Ｇ/０(G)). In section 2 we shall consider　召o(Ｇ)for the
case where ぺＧ)＝2″こ1，　1n particular, we shall prove that if G is nonsolvable
and if ぺG) is prime then ぺＧ)＝2771－1 for some ｍ≧2 and 玖(Ｇ)iｓ isomorphic
tｏ仄(S)。In sections 3 and 4 we shall investigate 召o(Ｇ)for the cases when
ぺＧ)＝9 and 21， respectively. Indeed, we shall prove that if g(Ｇ)＝g(S)＝9 or 21
then　召o(Ｇ)is　isomorphic　to 召o(S). It is noted that when e{G)≠e{S),召o(Ｇ)is
not necessarily isomorphic to 召o(S)。In sections 5 and 6 we shall determine
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召o(Ｇ)ｗｈｅｎ？ is elementary abelian of order 8 and 16，respectively。
　　Throughout this paper we shall use the following notation。When S is ａ
subset of G, NaiS) and Ca{S) denote the normalizer and the centralizer of Ｓ in
G, respectively.　Specially, for　each　ｘ Ｅ Ｇ　we write Caix) for Caiix})。If
X, y^G, we write がforｙljリ. When Ｓ is ａ subset of Ｇ，〈Ｓ〉denotes the
subgroup of Ｇ generated by ＆　When Xi,…，ズ４ are elements of Ｇ and Ｓ is ａ
subset　of　G, we also write <Xu…，ら，Ｓ〉for the subgroup of Ｇ generated by
{ｘl，…，ｘjUS。The　cyclic group　of order　n　is denoted Ｚａ for ａ positive
integer n. We write ぴand Z{G) for the commutator subgroup of Ｇ and the
center of Ｇ，respectively. We denote by Aut(G) the group of all automorphisms
of G. Let us denote by ｏｒ･(G) the　maximal　normal　subgroup　of　Ｇ　of order
prime　to　夕, and byりづＧ)tｈｅ minimal normal subgroup of G of index prime
to p.　In particular, for 7り＝2 we write 0(G) andび(Ｇ)foｒ Or{G) and Ｏ几Ｇ)，
respectively.　When ？ is an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of G， we write ぺG) (or
shortly e) for ly‰(7）):ら(召爪　When ｊ is ａ /)-block of G，let us denote by lrr(絢
the set of　all　irreducible　complex characters　in　B, by　IBr(珀　the set　of ail
irreducible Brauer characters in 召, by k{召) the number of elements of lrr(召)，by
が(召) the number of elements of Irr(召) with degree one, and by /(召) the number
of elements of IBｒ(召).　We write 召o(Ｇ)(ｏｒshortly 召o)foｒ the principal />-block of
G, and for each ズＥＧ we write 匈for召oiCaix)). Whenφl and φ2 are complex
characters of Ｇ，let (φ1，φ2)＝(1/IGI)ΣｇＥＧφ１(ｇ)φ2(が'),that is to say, (φ1，φ2)is
the inner product of φl and φ2， We write 1(7 for the trivial complex (ｏr Brauer)
character of Ｇ。When H is ａ normal subgroup of G， φしdenotes the restric-
tion ｏｆφto H for ａ character φof Ｇ，IFしdenotes the restriction of W to //
for ａ representation W of Ｇ，and Ig{$) denotes the inertial group of J in G for
ａ character Ｊ of　Ｈ，　that is to sａｙ，ん(φ)＝{ｇＥ司彭＝の, where ^^' is the
conjugate ｏｆふ
　　1. Preliminaries
　　In this section we state some lemmas and propositions which will be needed
for our ａｉｍ。We fix a prime number p and we consideｒ /)-modular representa-
tions of a finitegroup G.
Lemma Ｌ１。Ｌｅt　Ｇ 　be　ａ和itｅ ｇｒｏｕi)　lｕithべL SｙL田i)-ｓｕbgｒｏｕ|)　Ｐ，皿(目ｄ
　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　－K=OAG)、Ｇ＝Ｇ/Ｋ　ａｎｄ　Ｐ＝(7W)IK. 　Ｔｈｅｎ回収ＶＱ.　thefolloｗｉｎＱ.
　　　　　　　　　　　　－(i)召o(Ｇ)＝召o(Ｇ).
　　(ii) 1‰{P)/Ca{PWNa{P)/Ｃｇ(､Ｐ)．
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Proof. We get (i)by [10, Theorem 65.2]and [11, V (4.3)]. Since Na(P)=
(NG(P)-K)/K from [15,I 7.7Hilfssatz(c)] and since Cg{P)=-(Cg{P)-K)/K from
[19, Lemma 2.2],we easilyget (ii).
We shall frequently use the next four propositions in order to prove our
main theorems.
　　Proposition 1.2バBrauer). Let Ｇニ＝ＱＣＧ(Q)ｌｕhｓｒｅ Ｑ ｉｓ　ａ　p一ｇｒｏｕt)パiiidlet
一　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Ｇこ＝＝ＧノＱ。Ｔｈｅｎｔ(召o(Ｇ)押Z(召o(Ｇ))。
　　Proof. See[10, Lemma 64.5 and Theorem 65.2(2)].
　　Proposition 1.3 (Brauer)｡ Ｌｅt Ｈ ｂｅ ａ ｎｏｒｍａｌ ｓｕbgｒｏtij)　ｏｆ Ｇ. If 　Ｗ iｓ　ａｎ
ｏｒｄｉｎａｒｙｏｒ ｍｏｄｕlaｒ iｒｒｅｄｕcible ｒｅｔｒｅｓａｎtａtｉｏｎ　in　Bo(G), then　ａｎｙ　iｒｒｅｄｕｃｉｂｌｅ
ｃｏｎｓtitｕｅｎt of ｗ＼
H
lieｓ ｉｎ Ｂ。(珀，
　　ＰＲｏｏＦ。This is the special case of [3，１ Lemma １].
　　Proposition 1.4 (Brauer)｡ Ｌｅt Ｈ ｂｅａ ｎｏｒｍａｌｓｕbgｒｏ-ｕt)　of　Ｇ.Ｔｈｅｎ八ｎ　ａｎｙ
えElrｒ(召〇(H)), ther･? is somバひ≡lrr(瓦(Ｇ))ｓｕch that(χし，え)≠0.
　　Proof. This is the special case of [3, 11 Lemma １]，
　　Proposition 1.5 (Brauer)｡ Ｌｅt　Ｐ　ｂｅ　ａ　Ｓ'ｖloｕ)　■b-ｓｕbgｒｏｕｔ)　ｏｆ　Ｇ，皿ｄ　ｌｅt
P-Co{P)-=PxV。Thenが(拓(Ｇ))＝Ｉ Ｇ ： ＦＧ'に
　　Proof. See[3, IV Proposition (4G)]。
　　Next, we state Alperin's theorems on　isomorphic principal　♪-blockswhich
are very important for our aim.
　　Let Ｆ be an algebraically closed field　ofcharacteristic p and FG the group
algebra of Ｇ ovｅｒＦ，　Let∬ｂｅａ normal subgroup of G with タ川Ｇ：HI. We
write　召o(Ｇ)＝召o(H),if the category of all finitely generated FG-modules in
召o(Ｇ)iｓisomorphic to the category of all finitely generated ＦＨ-modules in
召o(が)and if the isomorphism is given by the restriction from Ｇ to H (cf.[1])｡
　　Proposition 1.6 (Alperin). Ｌｅt Ｆ ｂｅ ａｓ　ａｂｏｖｅ、皿(□ｃt　Ｐ　ｂｅ ａ Ｓ:ｙloiむi)-ｓｕb-
ＰＹＯＵｈ ｏｆ Ｇ. I f H iｓ ａ ｎｏｒｍａｌ ｓｕbｇｒｏｕｔ)　of　Ｇ　ｗhich. ｓａtiｓfieｓ　tｈｅｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎｓthat
PUG：珀、Ｇμ7 is 出回沁ぃand G=H'Cg{P)、tｈｅｎ　ｗｅ. ｇｅt the folloｗｉｎｇ、
　　(i)召ｏ(Ｇ)２召o(召).
　　(ii) Ao{G)^Ao{H) as Ｆ一助yebras、where AaiG) and Ao{H) ar。tｈｅ. hlnｒh idealｓ
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of FG and FH corresponding to Ba(G) and Bn(H), respectively.
Proof. See [1, Theorems 1 and 2].
Corollary 1.7 (Alperin). Let H be a normal subgroup of G of prime index
q with qi-'p. Let B0―B(>(G) and ba=^BQ{H). Assume that k(B0)=k(b0) and l(B0)
= l(b()),and that IG(X)=G for every Zelrr(6o). Then we have the following.
(i) The correspondence Irr(£>0)―*Irr(£>0)given by X*->X＼I{is a Injection.
(ii) The correspondence ＼^>x{Ba)―>IBr(&0)given by (p^<p＼H is a bijection.
(iii) B0 = b0.
Proof, (i) Since I6(X)=G for every ZeIrr(&0), the correspondence is sur-
jective by Clifford'stheorem, [8, (53.17) Theorem] and Propositions 1.3 and 1.4.
Since k{BQ)=k(bo), we obtain (i).
(ii) By (i), [1, Lemma 1] holds. Thus, by the proof of [1, Lemma 3], the
correspondence is surjective. Hence (ii)holds since l(Bo)=l(bn).
(iii) Since [1, Lemmas 1 and 3] hold, we get (iii)by the proofs of Alperin's
theorems [1, Theorems 1 and 2].
In the remainder of thispaper we assume p=2 and let G and P be a finite
group and its abelianSylow 2-subgroup of order 2n, respectively.We use the
notation B,,and e for B0(G) and e(G),respectively.
Corollary 1.8 (Alperin). Let II be a normal subgroup of G of odd prime
index. Let B0=B0(G) and bo=Bo(H). Assume that k(B0)=k(b0) and l(B0)=l(b0),
and that H has an involution x such that X(x)=±.l for every XeIrr(JB0) and
Z(jr)=Z'U)=±l for all 1, Z'elrr(6o) with Z(1)=Z'(1). Then B0^b0.
Proof. By Clifford's theorem and Proposition 1.3, we have X|7/Glrr(60) for
all ZeIrr(B0). Thus, by Proposition 1.4, 70(Z)=G for all 2elrr(6o). Thus the
corollary is proved by Corollary 1.7 (iii).
Lemma 1.9.
= |P| and that
Xelrr(B0).
Let P be an abelian Sylow 2-$ub group of G. Suppose that k(B0)
G has an involution x with l(bx)=l. Then l(x)=±A for all
Proof. Since l(bx)―l, bx has the unique Cartan invariant |P|. Hence, by
[10, Theorems 63.3(2),63.2 and 65.4], we get E X(x)2= ＼P＼ where the sum runs
through all ZeIrr(B0). By [4, II (7A) and (4C)], X(x) is a nonzero integer for
every Xelrr(/3O) since |#|―2. Therefore, the assumption k(B0)―＼P＼implies the
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lemma.
Proposition 1.10 (Bender, Janko, Janko-Thompson, Walter, Ward). // G
has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, then O'(G/O{G)) is a direct product of an abelian
2-group and simple groups of one of the following types;
(1) the speciallinear group SL(2, 2") for n^2,
(2) the projective speciallinear group Lt{q) for q>3 with q^3 or 5 (mod 8),
(3) the fanko's first simple group Ju
(4) the simple group R(q) of Ree type.
Proof. For groups of types (1) and (2),see [14, p. 40]. For ]x see [16],
and for R(q) see [21]. The proposition is obtained from [2], [16], [17], [20]
and [21].
In the rest of this paper we use the notation SL(2, 2"), L2(q), JL and R(q)
as in Proposition 1.10 (cf. [13, p. 415]). We also use the notation GL(m, 2) for
the general linear group (cf.[14, p. 40]).
The next lemma shows that Brauer's conjecture on heights of irreducible
complex characters in />-blocks with abelian defect groups is affirmative for the
principal 2-blocks of finitegroups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups.
Lemma 1.11. // G has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, then all irreducible complex
characters in BQ(G) have height zero.
Proof. We may assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Let H be a normal sub-
group of G of odd index. If XeIrr(#0(G)), then there is some l^lvr{B0{H))
with X(l)―inX(l)for a positiveinteger m from Clifford's theorem and Proposi-
tion 1.3. By [8, (53.17) Theorem], m divides ＼G: H＼. This shows that if X(i)
is odd then Z(l) is also odd. Thus, we may assume O＼G)=G. Then, by Pro-
position 1.10, we can write G~Qx(HSi) where Q is an abelian 2-group and
each Si is a simple group of one of the following types;
(i ) SL(2, 2n) for n^2,
(ii) L-i(q)for q>3 with <?=3 or 5 (mod8),
(iii) /,
(iv) R(q).
When Sj is of type (i) or (ii),every 1 elrr(B0(Si)) has odd degree from [10,
Theorems 38.2 and 38.1]. When St is of type (iii)or (iv), every ZeElrr(B0(Si))
has odd degree from [16, Lemma 5.1] and [21, Chap. I], respectively. These
show that every XeIrr(£ft(G))has odd degree. This completes the oroof.
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The next threelemmas are usefulin order to obtain e=e(G).
Lemma 1.12. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G.
(I ) // G = SL(2, 2n) for n^2, then P is elementary abelian of order 2n and
NG(P)/CG(P) is cyclic of order 2n-l.
(ii) // G=L2(q) for q>3 with q= 3 or 5 (mod 8), then P is noncyclic of
order 4 and NG{P)/CG(P) is cyclic of order 3.
(iii) // G=ft or R(q), then P is elementary abelian of order 8 and
NG(P)/CG(P) is noncyclic of order 21.
Proof. (i ) By [14, Theorems 2.8.1 and 2.8.3],P is elementary abelian of
order 2n. Let q=2n
assume that P=＼(
, and let Fq be the finite field of q elements. We may
)|/gF5} (cf. the proof of [14, Theorem 2.8.3]). Clearly,
CG(P)=P. Let u be a generator of the multiplicative group Fq― {0}, and let
s=f _J in G. Then, NG(P)=(P, s> and s has order <?―1. Hence we get
that NG{P)/P is cyclic of order q―1.
(ii) P is noncyclic of order 4 from [14, Lemma 15.1.1]. Hence Aut(F) is
isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 3. Since G is not 2-nilpotent, we
get (ii).
(iii) If G=JU we obtain (iii) from [16, VI p. 160]. Assume G=R(q). By
[21, p. 63], Pis elementary abelian of order 8 and ＼NG(P): Ca(P)＼ =21. Then
we know that NG(P)/CG(P) is noncyclic since Aut(P)^GL(35 2)c>GL(4, 2)= As
from [15, II 2.5 Satz] where As is the alternating group of degree 8.
Lemma 1.13. ( i) GL(4, 2)= Aa, the alternating group of degree 8.
(ii) If H is a subgroup of A8 of odd order, then ＼H＼~1,3, 5, 7, 9, 15 or 21.
(iii) A8 has subgroups of orders 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15 and 21, and the subgroups of
order 9 and the subgroups of order 21 are noncyclic.
Proof. (i) We have already showed (i) in the proof of Lemma 1.12(iii).
(ii) Since |,48|=26-32-5-7, |//|=1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 21, 35, 45, 63, 105 or 315.
Since the groups of order 35 are cyclic, ＼H＼=£35.By elementary calculations,
A8 has no subgroups of order 45, so that ＼H＼=£45.Similarly, ＼H＼4~-63.If ＼H＼
=105, then H has an element of order 35. Evidently, this is a contradiction.
Hence |//|^105. If |//|=315, then H has an element of order 35, and this is a
contradiction- So that |/f|=£315.
(Hi) By Sylow's theorem, A8 has subgroups of orders 3, 5, 7 and 9. Since
A8 has no elements of order 9, Sylow 3-subgroups of A8 are noncyclic of order
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9. If G = SL(2, 21),then P is elementary abelian of order 16 and NG(P)/CG{P) is
cyclic of order 15 from Lemma 1.12(i).Thus, by (i),^48
has subgroups of order
15. Let #=<(124)(536), (1234567)). Then if is a noncyclic subgroup of A8 of
order 21. Since A8 has no elements of order 21, all subgroups of A8 of order
21 are noncyclic.
Lemma 1.14. (i) If H is a subgroup of GL{3, 2) of odd order, then ＼H＼―
1, 3, 7 or 21.
(ii) GL(3, 2) has subgroups of orders 1, 3, 7 and 21, and f/ie subgroups of
order 21 are noncyclic.
Proof, (i) By [10, Lemma 35.2(1)],|GL(3, 2)|=23-3-7. So that we easily
get (i).
(ii) By the proof of (i) and Sylow's theorem, GL{3, 2) has subgroups of
orders 3 and 7. By Lemma 1.12(111),GL(3, 2) has noncyclic subgroups of order
21. Since GL(3, 2)c_>GI(4,2), all subgroups of GL(3, 2) of order 21 are non-
cyclicfrom Lemma 1.13(i)and (iii).
The next two lemmas are useful in order to determine Bo when Sylow
2-subgroups of G are elementary abelian of order 8 or 16.
Lemma 1.15. Let P be an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and let B0=B0(G).
Assume that G has an involution x with l(bx)=l.
(1) // |P|=8, then k(B0)=8.
(2) // IPI =16, then k(Bti)=S or 16.
Proof. Let {Xu ■■■,**≪,,)}=Irr(fl0). Since l(bx)=l, by [10, Theorems 63.2
and 65.4],for each Xt let d＼ be the generalized decomposition number of Bo
relative to x. By Lemma 1.11 and [4, II (7A) and (4C)], every da is an odd
integer. Since bx has the unique Cartan invariant |F|, by [10, Theorem 63.3],
2?i?0Wi)2=|^|. These imply (1) and (2).
Lemma 1.16. Let G = L2(q) for q>3 with q=3 or 5 (mod8), and let Bo―
B0{G). Then we have the following.
(i) /(£?,)=:3and the degrees of allirreducible Brauer characters in Bo are
1,(q-l)/2 and (q-l)/2.
(ii) The decomposition matrix of Bo is as follows:
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1 0 0
0 10
0 0 1
1 1 1
3<g=3 (mod8)
1 0 0
1 1 0
1 0 1
1 1 1.
3<j-5 (mod8)
Proof. Since G is not 2-nilpotent,/(/30)>l from [10, Corollary 65.3]. Thus
k(.B0)―Aand l(B0)=3 by [3, IV Proposition (7D)].
Case 1. 3<g = 3 (mod8): Let Irr(£n)={X,,･･■, Z4}. By [10, Theorem 38.1],
we may assume Z1=l0, Z2(l)=Z8(l)=(g-l)/2 and X4(l)=g. By [14, Theorem 2.8.2],
G has a Frobenius subgroup £ of order q(q―l)/2. We know the character
tables of E and L2(q) from [10, Theorems 13.8 and 38.1]. Thus, by [8, §84
Exercise 2], 7,2＼Gqand X3|ffoare both irreducible Brauer characters of G, where
Xi＼a0is the restriction of Xt to the set Go of all 2'-e!ements of G. Since X2^Z3
on Go, and since X4=Xi+X2+X3 on Gn, we know (i) and the decomposition matrix
of Bo. Case 2. 3<<g=5 (mod 8): As in Case 1 wTe can prove the lemma.
Remark 1. If G has an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup P and if e(G)=l, then
Bo(G)^Bo(P) since G is 2-nilpotent by [10, Theorem 18.71
2. The case e=2m-l
In this section we consider the case when e=2m~-1 for m^2. We use the
notation G, P, n, e and Bo as before, that is to say, P is an abelian Sylow
2-subgroup of G with order 2" (n^2), e=e(G) and B0=B0(G). To begin with
we state the next three lemmas which will be needed for the main result of
this section.
Lemma 2.1. Let S he a normal subgroup of G of odd index such that
S^SL{2, 2n) for some n^3. Assume e=ln-l. Then Bos*Bo(S).
Proof. We may assume S=SL(2, 2n). There are an element teiNs(P) and
an involution i£? such that Ns(P)=<t, CS(P)> and P= {1, x, xl, -■■,x^n-z} (cf.
the proof of Lemma 1.12(1)).Since e=2ri-l, No(P)=<t, CG(P)>. Clearly yl^y
for all jeP-{l}, so that NM(P)=-CM(P) where Af=CG(x). Hence M is 2-nil-
potent from [10, Theorem 18.7]. Thus, by [10, Corollary 65.3], l(bx)=l(B0(M))
―1. Now, we prove the lemma by induction on ＼G＼. Suppose Gi^S. Since
＼G/S＼is odd, by [12, Theorem], G has a normal subgroup H of odd prime
index / with SQH. Let bo~Bo(H). By induction, bQ=B0(S). Hence, by the
character table of SL(2, 2n) [10, Theorem 38.2], we set
Iff
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1
1
2n
on
-1
+1
X
1
, I
1
for i= 1, ■■･
for ;=1, ■･･
2≫-i
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where {lH, Bu Z,|z=l, ■■■, 2n~l; j=l, ■■■,2n-1-l} =Irr(60). Let CG(P)=Px V. If
G―VH, then G=CG(P)-H, so that B0~b0 from Proposition 1.6. Hence we may
assume Gi=VH. Then H=VH, so that CH(P)=PxV. Thus, by Proposition 1.5,
k'(bo)=＼H: VH'＼. Since bo^Bo(S), ^/(60)=l. Thus, H―VE'. This implies
H―VG' since G/// is cyclic. Hence k'(B0)―l from Proposition 1.5. By Clifford's
theorem and Proposition 1.3, for each %elrr(5o) one of the following five cases
occurs:
(a)
(b)
(c)
#!//―#£for some i,
#|//=#!!+ ･･･+6^ for Zi< ･■･<it, and all <9ifeare G-conjugate,
(d) x＼fI=Xj for some j,
(e) X＼H=XJ1-＼-■■■+%ji for j＼< ･■■ju and all Xjk are G-conjugate.
Since &'(60)=l, for each Zelrr(£o) Z(l)=l if and only if ZU=1//- Let r, s, u
and y be the numbers of X^ltr(BQ) of types (b), (c), (d) and (e), respectively.
Since l(bx)―l, as in the proof of Lemma 1.9,2 Z(i)2=2" where the sum runs
through all ZelrrC^o). This shows l+r+sl2+u + vl2^2n. On the other hand,
by Proposition 1.4,for every Zelrr(feo)there is some Zelrr(5o) with (X＼H,Z)^0.
So that fe(60)^l+r+s/+M+y/. Since k(bo)=2n, we have a contradiction. This
completes the proof.
Remark 1. We can not remove the assumption e―2n―1 in Lemma 2.1
Indeed, let S=SL(2, 8) and P={(＼
J)l/eF8}
where F8 is the finite field of 8
elements. Let 1/ be a generator of the multiplicative group Fs― {0}. There is
an automorphism h of F8 with A(u)=w2. For each ( ,/eS let ( ,) =
( " v , . ,A Then we can consider AeAut(S) and h＼P(=Aut(P) where h＼P is< ＼ h(,iV' Then we can consider AeAut(S) and h＼P(=Aut(P) w
＼C)il＼CL)'
the restrictionof h to P. Hence there is a semi-direct product G of its normal
subgroup S by </z>. Then O'(G)=S=SL(2, 8) and g(G)=21^23-l. By [10,
Theorem 38.2], /(flo(S))=7. But we shall afterwards show that l(B0(G))=5, and
this shows BaiO^BJS).
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a normal
S~L2(q)x(P/(Z2xZ2)) for some g>3
subgroup of G of odd index such that
with o = 3 or 5 (mod 8), or 5sSL(2, 2m)
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X(P/(Z2X ･･･ xZa)) for some m^3. ,4ss≪me e=e(S). 77ie?i k(B0)=2n and l(B0)=e.
in
Proof. Let L = L2(q) for m=2, and let L=SL(2, 2m) for m^3. Let i? be
a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. We can write S=LxQ and P=RxQ. We use
induction on ?z. If n ―m=2, then the lemma is proved by [3, IV Proposition
(7D)1 If n=m^3, by Lemma 2.1, B0=B0(S), so that k(B0)=2n and /(/30)--=2n-l
=2m―1 (cf. [10, Theorem 38.2]). Next, suppose n>m. There are an element
t(ENL(R) and an involution xeeR such that NL(R)=(t, CL(R)> and R={1, x, x＼
■■■xt2m-2}. Since e=e(5), NG(P)=<t, CG(P)>. Let 0={l=3;1, ^2, ･■･, j^n-m}. Then,
by [10, Lemma 18.5], the G-conjugate classes of P are as follows:
{1}
{yt} for i=2, ･■･,2re~m
{jr^i, Jc'j'i,･･･, ^t2m~2jJ for i=l, ■･･, 2re-m.
Then, by [10, Theorems 68.4 and 65.4],
HB0)=i(B0)+^mi(byi)+Yz:;mi(bXVi).
Fix any i with 2^z^2"-m, and let M=CG{yi). Since yt^Z{S), let S=S/<yt>.
Similarly, let M=M/<vi}, P=P/<yiy and Q = Q/(viy. Since 5sLxQ, we get
e(S)=e(L)=2m-l. Since SQM, the canonical homomorphism Ns(P)/C§(P)-+
Nm(P)/Cm(P) is monomorphic. This shows (2m-l)|e(M). On the other hand,
by [15, I 7.7 Hilfssatz (c)], we get NM(P)=(,NM(P)-<yi'≫/<yiy. This implies that
the canonical homomorphism Nm(P)/Cm(P)-*Nb(P)/Cu(P) is epimorphic. Hence
e(M)＼e(M). Since SQMQG and g=g(S)=2m-l, we have e(M)=e(S)=2m-l by
considering the canonical monomorphisms as above. Thus e{M)―2m―1. Hence
we get l(B0(M))=2n-l by induction. Thus l(byi)=l(B0(M))=2m-l from Pro-
position 1.2. We may assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Since (J=£l,there is an
involution y^Q. By Z*-theorem [10, Theorem 67.1], yj(=Z(G). Hence l(B0)
―l{byj)--2m―l. Next, we consider l(bXVl)for each j=l, ･･･,2 "m. For an integer
fe it is seen that (xyt)tk= xyi if and only if (2m-l)| k. Hence ND(P)=Cu(P)
where U=CG(xyt). Then t/ is 2-nilpotent from [10, Theorem 18.7], so that
Kbxyi)=l(B0(U))=l by [10, Corollary 65.3]. These imply k{B0)=2n.
Lemma 2.3. Assume as in Lemma 2.2. Then BQ = B0(S).
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. We
prove the lemma by induction on |G|. Suppose G^S. By [12, Theorem], G
has a normal subgroup H of odd prime index with SQH. Let bo=Bo(H). By
induction, bo= Bo(S). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that k(B0)=k(b0)=2n and that
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l(B0)=Kb0)―2m―l. By the proof of Lemma 2.2, there is an involution xeG
with l(bx)=l. Hence X(x)=±l for all X&lrr(B0) from Lemma 1.9. Thus, by
Corollary 1.8,it is sufficientto show that
if X, Z'elrr(6o) with Z(l)=2'(l),
(*)
then X(x)=X'(x)=±L
Let {6U ･･･,62n-m} be the set of all irreducible complex characters of Q.
Case 1. m―2: By the character table of L2(q) (cf.[10, Theorem 38.1]), we
can write
Ci
C4
1
1
X
1
(q+e)/2 -e
(q+s)/2 -e
q e,
"I
1
1
if 0=3 (mod 8)
if g=5 (mod 8)
where {&, ･･･, Q― lrr(B0(L2(q))). Since bo^Bo(S) and since S―L2{q)xQ, we
may write Irr(60)= {Z≪|i=l, ･･･, 4; j―l, ■■･,2n~2} such that Xtj＼s=Ci0j for all
i, j. Then
and
*</!)=
&/*)='
1 for x=l
(q+e)/2 for x=2, 3
a for z=4
1
£
for i=l
for i=2
for z=4
3
These imply (*).
Case 2. ra^3: By the character table of SL(2, 2m) (cf.[10, Theorem 38.2]),
we know
1
1
1
X
1
2m-l -1
2m+l 1
for i=l, ･･■
for 7=1, ･･■
2≫≫-i
where {1, Bit Xj＼i=l, ■■■, 2m~l; ; = 1, ･･･, 2m~1-l} =lrr(B0(SL(2, 2m))). Using this
we can show (*) as in Case 1. This completes the proof.
Now, the above lemmas imply the next main result of this section.
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Theorem 2.4.■Let P be an abelian Syloiv 2-subgroup of G. Assume that e
is prime. Then we have the following.
(1) l(BQ)~e. And if G is nonsolvable. then k{B0)=＼P＼.
(2) When G is nonsolvable, one of the following holds:
(i) g=3, and Bo = B0(Lz(q)X(P/(Z2xZ2))) for some q>3 with q=2 or 5
(mod 8),
(ii) e=2m-l for some m^3, and B0=B()(SL(2, 2m)X(F/(Z2x ･･･XZ2))).
m
Proof. We can assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Let S=O'(G). Firstly
assume that S is solvable. Then S=P, so that CG{P)―P. Hence G is a semi-
direct product of its normal subgroup P by Ze. This shows l(B0)=e. So it is
enough to consider the case where G is nonsolvable. Since e is prime, e=e(S).
By Proposition 1.10 and Lemma 1.12, one of the following two cases occurs:
(i) e(S)=3, and S^Lz(g)X(P/(Z2xZ2)) for some q>3 with q=3 or 5 (mod8),
(ii) e(S)=2m-l for some m^3, and S^SL(2, 2m)xCP/(Z2x ■■■xZ2)).
m
Hence we obtain (1) and (2) from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3,respectively.
Remark 2. For the case where G is solvable, the latter half of Theorem
2.4(1) does not hold in general. Indeed, let P be an elementary abelian group of
order 16 with P=(x, y, z, w}. Let /eAut(P) such that xl=y, yt==xy, zl= w
and wl=zw. There is a semi-direct product G of its normal subgroup P by
<O- Then G is solvable and e=＼G: P＼=3. Since ul^u for all ueP-{l}, we
shall show that k(B0)=S^l6 (cf. Proposition 6.1). As another example, let P be
the same as above, and let feAut(P) with U|=5. If G is a semi-direct product
of P by <O and G is not the direct product PxZ-0, then we shall show that
k(B0)=8^W (cf. Proposition 6.3).
3. The case e=9
In thissectionwe considerthe case when e―e{S)―9,where S=O'(G/O(G)).
We use the notation G, P, n, e and J30as in§2.
Lemma 3.1. Let P be an elementaryabelianSylow 2-subgroup of G of order
16. // e=9, then k(B0)=16 and l(B0)=9.
Proof. By Lemma 1.13,Aut(P) has noncyclicSylow 3-subgroups of order
9. Hence we may assume that NG(P)=(s, t,CG(P)> for some s, t<ENG(P), P=
(x, y, z, w}, xs~x, ys=y, zs~w, ws=zw, xt=y, yt=xy, zt==z and wl^=w. By
riO, Lemma 18.5 and Theorems 68.4and 65.41,
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k(Bo)=l(B0)+Kbx)+Kb,)+l(bxll).
Since e(CG(xz))=-l, l{bxz)―l from [10, Theorem 18.7 and Corollary 65.3]. Since
e(C0U))=e(CG(z))=3, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that l(bx)=l(bz)=3. By [10,
Corollary 65.3], l(B0)^2 since g^9. Hence, by Lemma 1.15(2), k(B0)=16, so
that l(Bn)=9.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd index such that
S~L2(q)xL2{q')y,{P/(ZzxZzxZ2'XZ.2))for same .q,qf>3 with q = 3 or 5 (mod8)
and g'=3 or 5 (mod 8). // e=9, then k(B0)=2n and l(B0)=9.
Proof. We may assume S~L2{q)xL2{q')xQ where Q = P/(Z2xZ2xZ2xZ2).
We use induction on n. If n=4, Sylow 2-subgroups of G are elementary abelian
of order 16, so that the lemma is proved by Lemma 3.1. Suppose n>4. Let
i?i and Rz be Sylow 2-subgroups of L2(q) and L2(q'), respectively. We may
assume P=R1xR2xQ. We can write i?i= {1, x, xs, xs2} for some s<sL2(g) and
for an involution x^bRx. Similarly, R2={1, y, yl, yl2} for some t^L2{q') and
for an involution j>ei?2. Since e=e(S)=9, we know that iVcCP)=<s, t, CG(P)}
and that NG(P)/CG(P) is elementary abelian of order 9. Let Q={l=zu z2,･･･,
z2n-i}. By [10, Lemma 18.5], {zi;xzif yzi} xyzi＼i=l, ■■■, 2"~4} is the set of all
representatives of G-conjugate classes of P. Thus, by [10, Theorems 68.4 and
65.4],
^(5o)-/(JSo)+2&"4/(^,)
+ ~Ztli{l(bXH)+l(by2i)+l(bxyZi)}.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2,by induction, we get l(bH)=9 for alli―2, ■■■, 2n~＼
By Lemma 1.1,we may assume O(G)=1. Since Q=£l, as in the proof of Lemma
2.2, by making use of Z*-theorem [10, Theorem 67.1], we have l(B0)―9. Since
sG.CG(xZi) and since t&CG(xZi), we obtain e(CG(xzi))―3. Hence l(bXH)=3 for all
i=l, ■■-,2^4from Theorem 2.4(1). Similarly, by Theorem 2.4(1),l(byH)=3 for
all i=l, ■･･, 2n~4. Fix any i with l^i^2n^4. For integers j and k, it is seen
that (xyZi)SJtk= xyzi if and only if 3|y and 3|/e. Hence as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2,l{bxyH)=l for alli=l, ･■■,2""4. Thus k(B0)=2n. This finishes the
proof.
Lemma 3.3. Assume as in Lemma 3.2. Then B0=B0(S).
Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We
prove the lemma by induction on ＼G＼.Assume G^S. By [12, Theorem], G
has a normal subgroup H of odd prime index with SQH. Let bi>=B0(H). By
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induction, ho=Bo(S). By the proof of Lemma 3.2,there is an involution xy^G
with l(bxy)―l. It follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 1.9 that X(xy)=±l for all
Zelrr(Bo). By Lemma 3.2, k(B0)=k(b0) and %B0)=l(b0). Thus, by Corollary 1.8,
it is enough to prove that
if 1, Z'elrr(6o) with 2(1)=Z'(1),
(*)
then X(xy)=X＼xy)―±＼.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we know the character tables of L2(q) and L2(q').
Thus we can write
1
1
X
1
(g+s)/2 -s e=
(q+e)/2 -e
q s
where {vlt w2, ≫, ^4}^Irr(50(L2(9))), and
c.
1
1
y
l
(<7'+e')/2 -e' e
{q>+e')/2 -e'
if q=3 (mod 8)
if q=5 (mod 8)
-
1
1
if q' = 3 (mod 8)
if fl'= 5 (mod 8)
C≪ q' e'
where {d, C2, Cs, C4}=Irr(£>0(Z,2(<7')))-Let {#!, ･･･d2n-i} be the set of allirreducible
complex characters of Q. Since bo~B0(S), we may write lrr(bo)= {Xijk＼i=l, ･･･, 4;
; = 1, ･■･,4; fc=l, ■■･,271"4} such that XtJk＼s=y£j0k for all i, i, Ar.
Case 1. e = ―1 and s'=l: In order to show (*) it is enough to prove that
{1, (tf-D/2, ?', to-l)?72, ?(?'+l)/2}n{(<?'+DA 9, (7-l)(9'+l)/4,W/} = 0 since
Z^*(l)=57i(l)Cj(l) and Z<Jifc(j:^)=i7t(jc)C/3;)for all i, ;, k. We can prove it.
Case 2. 6 = 6'=-1: We know that {1, {q~l)/2, (q'-l)/2, {q~Y){qr-l)/i, qq'}
C＼{q, q＼ (q―l)q'/2, q(q'―l)/2} = 0. This implies (*) as in Case 1.
Case 3. e=e/=l: Since {1, q, q', (q+l)(q'+l)/4, qq'}r＼{(q+l)/2, (^/+l)/2,
(q-＼-l)q'/2,q(q'+l)/2}=0, we can show (*). This completes the proof of the
lemma.
The above lemmas imply the next main resultof thissection.
Theorem 3.4. Let P be an abelianSylow 2-subgroup of G. Assume e=e(S)
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―9,where S=O'(G/O(G)). Then we have the following.
(1) k(B0)=＼P＼and l(B0)=9.
(2) B^B0{Li{q)XL2{q')X{P/{ZixZ2xZ2xZ.i))) for some q,q'>3 with q=3
or 5 (mod 8) and <?'= 3 or 5 (mod 8).
Rroof. We may assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Since e(S)=9, by Propo-
sition1.10 and Lemma 1.12,we get that S^L2(q)xL2(q')X(P/(Z2xZ2xZ2xZ2))
for some q,q'>3 with q=3 or 5 (mod8) and q'=3 or 5 (mod8). Hence we
obtain(1) and (2) from Lemmas 3.2and 3.3,respectively.
4. The case e=21
In this section we deal with the case when e=e(S)=21, where S―O'(G/O(G)).
As in §1, let Jx and R(q) be the Janko's first simple group and the simple
groups of Ree type, respectively (cf. [16], [21] and [13]). We use the notation
G, P, n, e and Ba as before.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of G of
order 8. // e=21, then k(B0)=8 and l(B0)=5.
Proof. By Lemma 1.14, NG{P)/CG{P) is noncyclic of order 21. Hence we
can write that NG(P)=(s, t, CG(P)>, P={1, x, x＼ xs＼z, xz, xsz, *･**}= {1, z, z＼
■･■, zt6} for some s, t^NG(P) and involutions x, z^P with z*=z. Then, by [10,
Theorems 68.4 and 65.4], k(B0)=l(B0)+Kbt). Since e(Cc(*))=3, /(6,)=3 from
Theorem 2.4(1). The calculation of the generalized decomposition matrix of Bo
relative to z is due to J.B. Olsson [18, Theorems 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17]. Let
M=CG{z), M=M/(z> and S9=B0(M). By [10, Theorem 66.3], there is a basic
set W of bg such that W contains the trivialBrauer character and the Cartan
matrix of b, with respect to W has the form
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
Then, by [10, Lemma 66.1],thereis a basicset W of b2 such that W contains
the trivialBrauer characterand the Cartan matrix Cz of bz with respect to W
has the form
(*)
4 2 2
2 4 2
2 2 4
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We use the following notation here. For an integer r^O and a /;-block B, let
EB(pr) denote the multiplicity of pr as an elementary divisor of the Cartan
matrix of B. If Q is a /^-subgroup of a finite group A and if B is a />-biock
of A, let nR{Q) denote the multiplicity of Q as a lower defect group of B (cf.
[5]. In [5], nB(Q) is denoted by ≫$>(<?))･ By [8, (89.8) Theorem], EBo(8)=l.
Since all involutions in G are conjugate, by [5, (7G)], [18, Proposition 1.2] and
[10, Theorem 65.4], we get EBi){2)=nbz((z)). Since every lower defect group of
a 2-block of G contains all 2-subgroups U of G with U^Z(G), by [5, (7G)],
£6,(2)=n6,≪z≫. By (*), £ft,(2)=2. Thus EBo(2)=2, so that /(50)^3. This shows
k(B0)^6. Let {Zf|i=l, ･･･, fe(£o)}=Irr(flo). Since /(^)=3, let N=(nia)jf,s<≫(il)
be the matrix of the generalized decomposition numbers of Bo relative to z
with respect to W. Since ＼z＼-=2,every nia is an integer. By [4, II (7A) and
(4C)lf (nilt ni2, nis)7t(0, 0, 0) for every lt. For Xit Xj let al7-―Si^^sgSn^z^^n^,
where C^l=(ua^)lsa,p£!i. By Lemma 1.11 and [4, II (7A) and (5G)], all ait are
odd integers. Hence n,;i-f-n^+^ia is odd for every lt. Let Na be the a-th
column of N for each a, and let NaNp = Yiii1i^nianip for all ≪, /3. By [10,
Theorem 63.3(2)], tNN=C, where W is the transposed matrix of N. So NaNp
=4 if a^, and NaNp=2 if a^^. Clearly, 12=tr(C,)=S*.≪nia8 where tr(C2) is
the trace of Cz. Then the next three possibilities arise for the nonzero entries
of Ar:
( i) 2 entries are ±2, and 4 entries are ±1.
(ii) 1 entry is ±2, and 8 entries are ±1.
(iii) 12 entries are +1.
By elementary calculations as in [18, Theorems 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17] we can write
di 0 0
<52 0 0
0 ds 0
N=0 8, 0
0 0 86
0 0 d6
d-t 87 <57
<58 <5g 8g
where 8i― ±1. This shows k(B0)=8, so that l(B0)=5. This completes the proof
Lemma 4.2. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd index such that
S^JxXiP/iZiXZsXZ,)) or S = R(q)X(P/(ZzxZ2xZ2)). If e=21, then k(B0)r=2nand
l(Bn)=5.
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Proof. We may assume S=RxQ where R=JX or R{q) and Q^P/(ZaxZz
XZ2). Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of i? with TxQ=P. By Lemma 1.12(iii),
NR(T)/CR(T) is noncyclic of order 21. Hence we can write NR(T)=<$, t, CR(T)>
and T={1, x, xs, xs'＼z, xz, xsz, x'2z} = {1, x, x＼ ■■■, xtb) for some s, t<ENR(T)
and for involutions x, z<=T with zs=z. Since g=21, NG(P)=(s, t, CG(P)}. We
prove the lemma by induction on n. If n=3, the lemma is proved from Lemma
4.1 because P=T and P is elementary abelian of order 8 from Lemma 1.12(111).
Suppose n>3. Let Q={l=yi, y2, ･･･, y'zn-s}. By [10, Lemma 18.5], {yu zyt＼
i=l, ■■■, 2 "3} is the set of all representatives of G-conjugate classes of P.
Then, by [10, Theorems 68.4 and 65.4],
fe(Bo)=/(5o)+2?:;8/(&Vi)+s?2r'/(^yi).
As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, by induction we get l(byj)~5 for alli=2, ■■■, 2n~3.
We can assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Since Q^l, it follows from Z*-theorem
that /(iio):=5. Since seC^zv;) and t&CG(zyi), we have e(CG(zyi))=3. Hence
l(btyi)=3 for all t=l, ･■･, 2n~s from Theorem 2.4(1). Thus k{BQ)=2n.
Lemma 4.3. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd index stick that
S^J.XiPKZ.xZ.xZ,)). If e=21, then B0~B0(S).
Proof. We can assume S^^J^xQ where Q~P/(Z<,xZ2xZi,). We use induc-
tion on ＼G＼.Assume G^S. By [12, Theorem], G has a normal subgroup H of
odd prime index / with S^H. Let b^BoiH). By induction, bo= Bo(S). Let s,
t, x, z and jy* be the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Since z is an involu-
tion in /i, by [16, Theorem], C^1(^)=yl6x<^> where A5 is the alternating group
of degree 5. Hence Cs(z)=A5X(z)xQ. Let M=CG(z). Clearly CsO^^X
(P/(Z2xZ2)) and Cs{z) is a normal subgroup of M of odd index. By the proof
of Lemma 4.2,e(M)=3. Hence, by Lemma 2.3,we get that bz=B0{M) = B0{A-oX
(P/Z.,xZ2))) since i46= L2(5). By Lemma 1.16(ii),the Cartan matrix of B0(A5)
has the form
1
1 4 2
2 2
2 1
2
1
2
Thus, by [10, Lemma 66.1], the Cartan matrix Cz of bz has the form
1
1 2
2
2
n
n-X
2≫-i 2n~l
2n-i 2 -2
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By Lemma 4.2, k(B0)=2n. Let {lu ■■■, X2n}=lrr(B0). We can write IBr(6,)=
{$=1*, <j>＼,01} with $(1)=$(1)=2 from Lemma 1.16(i). For each Xt and <f>'≪,
let nia-=--d＼abe the generalized decomposition number of J30 relative to z. Since
z＼―2, every nia is an integer. Let N=(nia)izi<,2n, Na=(nia)1%i<2n for each a,
and 7V≪iVj8=2!21ntaniis for each a, 0. It follows from [10, Theorems 63.3(2),
63.2 and 65.4] that #^=2", N2N2=NsN3=2n~1, N1Nt=N1Ns=2n'1 and N2N3=2n~2.
For each Zif ZJt let fli7= Z)i<≪,i9S32riniauaj972i/3,where Cr1=(M≪i!)lsa,/8S,. Then
flii―3n n2+i(n i22+n is2)―A(n 1^1^+nun is)
= ntl%=nn (mod2)
for alllt. By Lemma 1.11, every Xt has height zero. Hence, by [A, II (7A) and
(5G)], every an is odd, so that ?in is odd for alli―l, ■■■, 2n. Since NlNl=2n,
nn=±l for all i=l, ･･■, 2 . Let di=nn and Ui=ni2di for each i. Since NtN2=-
N2N.2=2n-＼ S?=iMi=S?=iWi2- Thus, ≪f=l or 0 for alli=l, ■■･,2". Hence exa-
ctly 2 "1 Mi's are 1 and the other m/s are 0 since N1Nz=2n~1. Then we may
assume
3i
0
for i―
for i―
1 2"-1
2n~1 + l, ･･･, 2"
Similarly, exactly 2n 1 (nudi)'s are 1 and
=2n'z, we may assume
tin
J
the other (nvAVs are 0. Since N,N,
dt for i=i, ■■■, 2*-2 and for i=2n-x+l
0 for i=2n~* +1
3-2"-2
2n'x and for i=3-2n-2+l, ■･･, 2"
Since li(z)=?iil+2(ni2+ ni3)for each i, we get
±5 for i―1, ■■■, 2n'2
±3 for *=2"~2+l, ･･-, 3-2ra~2
±1 for i=3-2n-2+l, ･･･, 2n .
Let CG(P)=PxV. When G = VH, G=C0(P)-H, so that BQ = b0 from Proposition
1.6. Thus, we may assume G^VH. Hence Cu(P)=PxV. Since bo^Bo(S), it
follows from Proposition 1.5 that ＼H: VH'＼= k'(bo)=2n-a. By [10, Theorem 18.4],
Pf＼G'={l, x, x＼ ･■■, xth}. Then the order of Sylow 2-subgroups of Gf is 8.
This implies 2"-3| ＼G:VG'＼ and 2n~%t ＼G: VG'＼. Thus, by Proposition 1.5,
k'(B0)=＼G: VG'＼=l-2n~s where l=＼G:H＼. Since b0^B0(S), by Clifford's theo-
rem, Proposition 1.3 and the character table of ]x [16, p. 148], we get that
Xi(z)=l for every XjGlrr(50) with degree one. These show that the number of
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Xi^lrr(Bo) with X,(z)=l is at least l-2n~＼ However, Xt(z)=±l only for i―
3-2"-2+l, ■･･, 2". This is a contradiction since /-2^3>2"-2. This completes the
proof.
Lemma 4.4. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd index such that
S^R(q)X(P/(Z2XZ,xZ2)). If 0=21, then B0 = B0(S).
Proof. Let R=R(q). We may assume S=RxQ where QsP/(Z2XZ2xZ2).
We prove the lemma by induction on |G|. Assume G^S. By [12, Theorem],
G has a normal subgroup // of odd prime index / with SQH. Let bo=Bo(H).
By induction, bQ=B0(S). Let s, £,x, z and jy* be the same as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2. Since z is an involution in R, CR(z)=L2(q)x(z} from [21, p. 62 III].
(It is noted that we use the notation R(q) as in the sense of [13]). Hence
Cs{z)=L2{q)X(z)xQ. Let M―CG{z). Then Cs(z) is a normal subgroup of M of
odd index and Cs(z)sI2(g)x(P/(Z2xZ2)). By the proof of Lemma 4.2, e(M)=3.
Then, by Lemma 2.3,bz=B0(M)^B0(L2(q)x(P/(Z2xZ2))). By [21, Theorem (1)],
3<<?=3 (mod8), so that as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 the Cartan matrix C＼ of
bz has the form
2n-i 2 ~2 2n~2
On-2 f)n~i-2re~2
Ora-2 9n~2 2n-1
By Lemma 4.2, k(B0)=2n. Let {Z3,･･■,l2n) =Irr(fi0). We can write IBr(6,)=
{^f=ljf, 01, $} with 0S(l)=0|(l)=(g-l)/2 from Lemma 1.16(i). Let nia, N, Na
and NaNp be the same as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Every nia is an integer.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we get NaNa--=2n-1 for all a=l, 2, 3, and NaNp
=2n~2 if a=£/3. Let C0(P)=PxV. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3 we may
assume G*VH. Since bo^Bo(S), k＼bo)--=2n~＼So that k'(B0)=＼G : VG'＼=l-2n-3
as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, where l=＼G :H＼. Since b0= B0(S), by [21, p. 74
and pp. 87-88], we can write {Zi,|i=l, ･･■, 8; ; = 1, ･･･,2n"3}=Irr(60) and
1
1
q'-q+l
cf
q(q2-q+l)
(9-l)m(^+l+3m)/2
(g-l)w(?+l+3w)/2
(g-l)m(g+l-3m)/2
(9-l)m(?+l-3m)/2
z
1
1
Q
-q
(9-D/2
(?-l)/2
G7-D/2
(<7-l)/2
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for ; = 1, ･■■, 2n-3, where ^r=32*+1 and m=3* for some /e^l (cf.[21, Theorem]).
By Clifford's theorem, Proposition 1.3 and the above table, we know that if
Z,(l)=l then Xi(z)=l. When ntl=0, Z*(z)=(ni2+nis)(tf-l)/2. Thus nn^0 if
Zf(2)―±1. Hence the number of XfeIrr(Z?o) with n^O is at least l-2n~s. Since
iVaAT1=2"-1, we get /=3. Fix any *t. If Zf|ir=Z2> for some ; with l^;^2"-s,
then ?Ji!2=l since Xi(z)= ―1. If Zi|//=Z2.;+Z2j'+Z2j' for some j, j', j" with
lSj<j'<j"S2n"＼ then n(12^9 since Xt(z)=―3. Let m be the number of
Xfelrr(/?o) with %ilH=^2i, and let v be the number of XiGlrr(i50) with Xi＼H=
Us+y.iy+Xw for ]<)'<)". Since N1N1=2n~i, and since Kf?2―^+1 <3(£?2―g+1),
we have
2B-1= 2^ni,2>fem)+w+9t'=3-2B-3+M+9i/.
Then 2" :'^m+9z＼ By Proposition 1.4, for every X2j there is some Xt with
(X;!//, X2j)^0, so that, by Clifford's theorem and Proposition 1.3, Xi＼H=X2j or
Xi＼u―lij+X2js+X2js2 where g is an element of G with G = (g, H). By conside-
ring the degrees of Xijy we get that X2jg and Z2/2 are both in {t2j,＼j'=l, ･■■, 271"3}.
Thus 2r^3^w.+3y, so that v=0 and u=2 ""3. This implies that the number of
%<elrr(#o) with Zi(^)= ―1 is at least 2n"3, so that the number of Xi^lrr(B0) with
Zi(z)―-±1 is at least 2""1. Then the number of Zielrr(73o) with nn^0 is at
least 2n'＼ Since N1N,=2n~＼ we may assume
nu
f di for i=l, ■■■, 2""1
[ 0 for i=2"-1 + l, ･･･, 2n
where o<=±l. Thus Xt(z)= ±l for all i=l, ■■■, 2n'K For all i=l, ･･･, 2"~＼
ZiU)―Oi + (ni2+ni3)((?―1)/2, so that n^+n^^O since (q―1)/2^13. Consequently,
A^Ar2+A^Ar3r=2!"i^zi(^J-2+7^s)::;:=2f"r1^i(Wi2+7ir:3):==0. This is a contradiction since
N1N.z~N1N3=2n-2. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd
S=*La(q)xSL(2,8) for some q>3 with ?= 3 or 5 (mod 8).
Bn~Bn(S).
index such
If e=21,
that
then
Proof. Let Rx and R2 be Sylow 2-subgroups of L2(q) and SL(2, 8), respec-
tively. We may assume S―Lz(q)xSL(2, 8) and P=RlxRz. There are an
element $^=L-2{q)and an involution xeJ?i with R1={lt x, xs, xs2}. Similarly, we
can write R2~{1, y, y＼■■■,yte} for some /eSL(2, 8) and for an involution
je/?2. Since e=21, Na(P)-<s, t, CG(P)> and NG(P)/CG(P) is cyclic of order 21.
By [10, Lemma 18.5], {1, x, y, xy] is the set of all representatives of G-con-
jugate classes of P. Hence, by [10, Theorems 68.4 and 65.4], k(B0)=l(Ba)+l(Jbx)
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+ l(byy＼-l(bxy).Since s&CG(x) and feC0U), we have e(C0(jt))=7. Thus l(bx)=7
from Theorem 2.4(1). Similarly, l(by)=3 from Theorem 2.4(1). For integers i
and j, (xy)shi--=xy if and only if 3|i and 7＼j. This implies NM(P)=CU(P) where
M=Cc(x3'). Thus, by [10, Theorem 18.7 and Corollary 65.3],l(bxy)=l(B0{M))=l.
Since G is nonsolvable, /(£0)^2 from [10, Corollary 65.3],so that fe(50)^13.
Now, we prove the lemma by induction on ＼G＼.Assume G=£S. By [12,
Theorem], G has a normal subgroup II of odd prime index / with SQH. Let
bo=Bo{H). We know bo~Bo(S) by induction. From the character tables of
Llq) and SL(2, 8) (cf. [10, Theorems 38.1 and 38.2]), we can write
where {6U 02, Os, 64
1
1
(q+e)/2
(q+e)/2
X
1
£
q e
}=lrr(B0(La(q))) and
1
1
7
9
y
l
2
1
£ ･―
for j
for j
2, 3, 4, 5
6. 7.8
where {&, - , Cs}=lrr(B0(SL(2, 8))). Since bo^Bo(S), we may write Irr(60)=
{%t7|i=l, ■･･,4; ./―I,･■･,8} with Xij＼s=8iC,jfor all i, j. Hence the degrees of
all Xtj are 1, 7, 9, (q+e)/2, 7(q+e)/2, 9(q+e)/2, q, Iq and 9q. Next, we want to
show that
if X, X'elrr(£o)with Z(1)=Z'(1)
(*)
then ^(^^=^(^^=±1.
Ca.se 1. e = l : Clearly {1, 9, 7(?+l)/2, 9, 9?}n {7,(?+l)/2, 9(^+l)/2, 7g} =0.
Hence, by considering the values Zt/1) and Xij(xy),we get (*).
Casg 2. £= -1: Since {1, 9,(q-l)/2, 9(q-l)/2, 7q)r＼{7,7(q-l)/2r q, 9q}=-0,
we obtain (*) as in Case 1.
We get from Clifford'stheorem, Proposition 1.3,(*) and the above character
tables of L-lq) and SL(2, 8) that X(xy)=±l or +/ for every Zelrr(5o). Let
k = k(BQ), and let m be the number of XeIrr(S0) with X(xy)― + 1. Hence we
can write ]rr(B0)= {X1=1G, Z2,･･■, Xm, Xm+1> ■■■, Xk} such that
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z4(*:v)=
j±1 for
i
=1. ･･-. m
+ / for i=m+l, ･･-, k
Since l(bxy)=l, as in the proof of Lemma 1.9,
(**) 32=^liXi(xy)i=m+(k-m)lt.
Firstly, suppose k=m. Then Xi(xy)=±l for all Zjelrr(^o). Since k = m=32
and since bo = Bo(S), we have k(Bo)―k(bo)=32. Hence l(B0)=21, so that l(B0)=
l(b0) since bo=Bo(S). Thus, by (*) and Corollary 1.8, Ba = bn. Thus, we may
assume k>m. Since k^lS, by (**), 1=3. So that k-m=l or 2. Let CG(P)=
PxV. Since k>m and bQ^BQ(S), we know B0^b0. Hence G^VH from Pro-
position 1.6. This shows CH(P)=Px V. Thus, by Proposition 1.5, |//:F//'| =
&'(60)=l since bo^Bo(S). Then H=VHf. Since G/tf is cyclic, VG'=VH'=H.
Hence k'(B0)= ＼G : VG'＼=l=3 by Proposition 1.5. So that we may assume that
Z1(1)=Z2(1)=Z8(1)=1 and Zt(l)>l for all z=4, ･■■, ife.
Case A. k―m=l: By (**), we get m=23 and fe=24. Then Z((a:j)=±1
for i=l, ■･･, 23 and %24(x^)=±3. Since ba= BQ(S), by Clifford's theorem and
Proposition 1.3, Xi＼H=^u for i=l, 2, 3, XJh^I// and Z<|ffeIrr(60) for i=4, ■■■, 23,
X2.i.＼H==Xil-＼-Xiz-＼-Xi3where Xiv Xiz and Xis are distinct G-conjugate elements in
Irr(fro). On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 1.4 that for every
2elrr(6o) there is some ^elrrCBo) with (Xi＼Hf Z)^0. These show k(bo)^l+20+2
―24. But k(bo)=32 since bo = Bo(S). Then we have a contradiction.
Case B. k-m―2: We have from (**) that Z<U^)=±1 for i=l, ･･■,14.
X15(xy)=±3 and X]6(xj')=±3. Hence as in Case A we get /e(7?0)fSl+ll + 6=18,
This is a contradiction as in Case A. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. Let S be a normal subgroup of G of odd index such thai
S=L2(q)xSL(2, 8)X(P/(Z2XZ2XZ2XZ2XZ2)) for some q>2 with q=3 or 5 (mod
8). If e=21. then k(Bn)=2n and KBa)=21.
Proof. If n=5, we can prove the lemma by Lemma 4.5 (cf. Lemma 1.12
and Theorem 2.4).If n>5, we can verify the lemma by induction on n as in
the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.7. Assume as in Lemma 4.6. Then B0~B0(S).
Proof. We may assume S=L2{q)xSL{2, 8)xQ with Q~P/(Z2xZ2xZ2xZ2
XZ2). We use induction on |G| as before. Assume G^S. Hence G has a
normal subgroup H of odd prime index with SQH from [12, Theorem]. Let
bo=Bo(H). By induction, bo= B0(S). Let x and y be involutions in L2(q) and
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SL(2, 8), respectively. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2,l(bxy)=l. By Lemma 4.6,
k(B0)=2n. Thus, X(xy)=±l for all Xelrr(£o) from Lemma 1.9. By Lemma 4.6,
k{B^)―k{b0) and l(B0)=l(b0). Since bo=Bo(S), as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we
get that if X, X'<=lrr(b0)with Z(1)=Z/(1) then z(x^)=r(x3')=±l. These imply
B0 = b0 from Corollary 1.8. This completes the proof.
Next, we state the following main result of this section. That is proved
by making use of Lemmas 4.2-4.7.
Theorem 4.8. Let P be an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and let S=
O＼G/O{G)). If e=e(S)=21, then we have the following.
(1) k(B*)=＼P＼ and
{ 5 if NG(P)/CG{P) is noncyclic
KB0)=＼
{ 21 if N0(P)/C0(P) is cyclic.
(2) One of the following holds:
(i) B0 = B0(f1X(P/(Z2xZ2xZ2)))>
(ii) B0 = B0(R(q)X(P/(Z2xZ2xZ2))),
(iii) B0~B0(L2(q)xSL(2, S)X(P/(Z2xZ2xZ2xZ2xZ2))) for some q>3 with
o=3 or 5 (mod 8).
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume O(G)―1. By Proposition 1.10 and
Lemma 1.12,one of the following holds:
(i) S^JiXiPf&XZiXZi)),
(ii) S^R(q)x(P/(Z2xZ2xZ2)),
(iii) S^L2(q)xSL(2, 8)X (P/(Z2 X Z2 X Z2 X Z2 X Z2)) for some q>3 with q=3
or 5 (mod 8). Then we can prove the theorem by Lemmas 4.2-4.7.
5. The case when P is elementary abeliaiiof order 8
In thissectionwe considerthe case when G has elementary abelian Sylow
2-subgroups of order 8. In particular,we shalldetermine Bo in the case when
G is nonsolvable,e=21 and e(S)*21 where S=O'(G/O(G)). Throughout this
sectionwe assume that G has an elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroup P of
order 8 and we use the notatione and .Soas before.
By Lemma 1.14and Remark 1 of§1,it is sufficientto consider the cases
when e=3, 7 and 21.
Proposition 5.1. (i) // e=3, then k(B0)=8 and l(B0)=3.
(ii) // e=7, then k(B0)=8 and l(B0)=7.
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(iii) // e=21, then k(B0)=8 and l(B0)=5.
Proof. (I) We can write NG(P)=<s, Ce(P)> for some seA^P). There
is an involution;ceP with xsi^x. Hence l{bx)―las in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Then k(B0)=8 from Lemma 1.15(1).On the other hand, l(Bn)=3 by Theorem
2.4(1).
･(ii) We can verify(ii)as in (i).
(iii) We have already proved (iii)in Lemma 4.1.
Proposition 5.2. There is a basicset W of Bo such that W contains the
trivialBrauer character and the decompositionmatrix of Bo with respectto W
has theform
u 1
s2
0
0
0
0
87
e=
0
0
8t
0
0
o7
o8
3
0
0
0
0
<S5
o6
<57
3,
1
^2
d3
0
d8 d8 os ･ ･
e=7
0
1
0
0
0
0
07
8s,
8e
0
0
0 0 0 0
82 0 0 0
o a3 o o
0 0 <54 0
0 0 0 d6
0 0 36 de
01 0 o7 87
0 88 og 8S
e=21
where di=±l.
Proof. Case 1. e=3: Clear from Proposition 5.1(1) and the proof of
Lemma 4.1.
Case 2. e=7: By Proposition 5.1(11),k(B0)=8. Let {lu ･■■, X8}=Irr(50). By
the proof of Proposition 5.1(li),G has an involution x with l(bx)=l. By Lemma
1.9,wegetZi(x)=±l for alli. On the other hand, TJt0Ci(x)Ii=0 on 2/-elements
of G from [10, Theorem 63.3(1)]. Thus, the assertion is proved.
Case. 3 e=21: Let z be an involution in G. By the proof of Lemma 4.1,
the generalized decomposition matrix of Bo relative to z with respect to some
basic set of bz has the same form as in Case 1. Hence, by [10, Theorem 63.3(1)],
we can verify the proposition.
Lemma 5.3. Assume e=2＼,O(G)=1, O'(G)=SL{2, 8) and G has a normal
subgroup H of odd prime index with e(H)=7. Then for any involutionz in G
we get
where {Xx
#i(l) =
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1
7
21
27
for i=
for i=
1, 2
4. 5
i=7
1=8
= U, Z2, ･･･,Z8}=Irr(B0).
Uz)=
3
6
1
j
^
―3
3
for i=l
for i=A
for:i=7
for i=8
2,
5,
3
6
45
Proof. Let S=O'(G)=SL(2, 8). By Lemmas 1.12 and 1.14, we can write
Ns(P)=<s, Cs(P)>, NH(P)=<s, CH(P)> and Na(P)=<s, t, CG(P)> for some s<=Ns(P)
and t<E.NG(P) such that s and t have orders 7 and 3 modulo CG(P), respectively.
Clearly, G/H=<tH>. Let bo=Bo(H), and let CG(P)=PxV. By Proposition 5.2,
£0*60. Hence VH=H from Proposition 1.6. Then CG(P)=CH(P) and ＼G:H＼ =3.
We may assume zeP. Let M=CG(z). By the proof of Lemma 2.1, Cs(z) is a
2-nilpotent normal subgroup of M, so that M is solvable. By the proof of
Lemma 4.1, e(M)=3. Thus, by Lemma 1.1, B0(M) = BQ(P-Z3) where P-Z3 is the
semi-direct product of its normal subgroup P by Zs and it is not the direct
product PxZ3. Thus, as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we know the generalized
decomposition numbers of Bo relative to z. So we can write
f ±1 for i=l, ■･-,6
(*) Z,U)=
( +3 for 1=7, 8
for suitable indexing of X2, ■･■, Xs. By Lemma 2.1, bo = Bo(S). Hence, by [10,
Theorem 38.2],
(**) Z,(l)=
1 for i=l
7 for i=2, ■■■, 5
9 for i=6. 7. 8
Zt(z)=
1 for
i
―1 for i
1
=2. ･■･. 5
1 for i=6. 7. 8
where {tu ■■■,XS} =Irr(60). Since |G : VH ＼= ＼G : H＼ =3, we get 3 | ＼G : VG' ＼. By
Proposition 1.5, k'(B,)=＼G :VG'＼. By (*), k'(bo)=l, so that |G:yG'|=3 from
Frobenius reciprocity. So we may assume that Xx＼a=Z2|h=X3|h=%i from (*),
(**) and Proposition 1.3. Similarly, we may also assume that X7＼H=7t3-i-Xi-{-X5
and Z8|ff=Z6-r27+Zs. Then we get Z4|H=Z5|ff=:X6|//=:Z2. This completes the
proof.
The next theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.4. Let G ― G/O(G) and S=O'(G). If G is nonsolvable, e=21 and
e(S)^21, then we have the following.
(i) S^SL(2, 8).
(ii) For any subnormal subgroup L of G of odd index with g(L)=21,
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Proof. We may assume O(G)=l by Lemma 1.1,so that S=O'(G).
(i) Noncyclic groups of order 21 have no normal subgroups of order 3.
Thus, by Lemma 1.14, e(S)=7. Then S^SL(2, 8) from Proposition 1.10 and
Lemma 1.12.
(ii) Firstly, we want to show that
fif L is a normal subgroup of G such that ＼G: L＼ is an odd prime and
(*) e(L)=21 and if H is a normal subgroup of L such that ＼L＼H＼is an
I odd prime and e(H)=7, then Bo=Bn(L).
Let ba=D0(L), and let z be an involution in G. By Lemma 5.3, we get
(**) Zi(l)=
1
7
21
27
for i=l, 2, 3
for i=4, 5, 6 -
for t=7 Aj
for i=8.
1
― 1
-3
3
for i
for i
= 1, 2, 3
-4. 5. 6
where {Xlt ■■■, X8}=Irr(&0)- As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, using the generalized
decomposition numbers of Ba relative to z,
/***)
±1 for i=l, ■■･,6
±3 for i=7, 8
where {Xu ･･･, Z8}=Irr(J30). Since ＼G:L＼ is an odd prime, IG(X7)=IG(X8)=G from
(**). Thus, by Proposition 1.4,Clifford's theorem, (**) and (***),we may assume
that Z7|L=Z7 and Z8|L=Z8. By Clifford'stheorem, Proposition 1.3,(***) and (**),
we have Z*|z,elrr(6o)for i=l, ･･･, 6. Thus, by Proposition 1.4,we may assume
that Xi＼L=Xt for i=l, ･･･,6. These show I0(Xj)=G for all ^elrr(6o). By Pro-
position 5.1(3), k(B0)=k(bn) and l(B0)=l(b0). Thus, B0-&0 from Corollary 1.7.
Then, (*) is proved. Since G/S is solvable by [12, Theorem], by repeating the
above way, we can prove (ii).
Remark 1. If G is solvable,we easily know Bo since we may assume
O(G)=1 from Lemma 1.1. Assume G is nonsolvable.If e=3 or 7, we know Bo
from Theorem 2.4. If e=21, we know Bo from Theorems 4.8 and 5.4.
Remark 2. By Remark 1 of§2, thereis a finitegroup G with elementary
abelian Sylow 2-subgroups of order 8 such that e(G)=21 and e(S)=7 where
S=O＼G/O(G)).
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6. The case when P is elementary abelian of order 16
In thissectionwe deal with the case when G has elementary abelianSylow
2-subgroups of order 16. Specially,we are interestedin the case where e is
not prime. When e is 9 or 21, the similarphenomenon to Theorem 5.4 occurs.
Throughout this section we assume that G has an elementary abelianSylow
2-subgroup P of order 16 and we use the notatione and Bo as usual.
By Lemma 1.13 and Remark 1 of §1, it is enough to considerthe cases
when g=3, 5, 7, 9, 15 and 21.
Proposition 6.1. // G is solvable and e~3, then one of the following holds.
(i) B0~B0(M) where M is a semi-direct product of its normal subgroup P
by <O such that P―(x, y, z, u>} is elementary abelian of order 16, <O is cyclic
of order 3, xt―y, yl= xy, zl=w and wt::=zu>. In this case ^(JB0)=8.
(ii) Bq~Bq(L) where L is a semi-direct product of its normal subgroup P by
<O such that jP=<x, y, z, w) is elementary abelian of order 16, <O is cyclic of
order 3, xl= x, yl―y, zc―w and wt=zw. In this case k(B0)―l6.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume O(G)=1. Hence G is a semi-
directproduct of its normal subgroup P by Z3 and G is not the direct product
PxZ3. Let G―P<f> where <O is cyclic of order 3, and let P=<x, j>,z, u;>.
We may assume that
(i) jc^j, 3'{=^j',2J=if, wt:=zw
or
(ii) x£=a:,^ ^J, z£=m;,wt―zw.
Then we can easilyprove the assertion.
Proposition 6.2. Let D be the decomposition matrix of Bo. If e=3, then
we have the following.
(i) When G is solvable,D has the form
1
0
0
1
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
111
1 1 1, or
k(B0)=8
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
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0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1.
k(B0)=16
(li) When G is nonsolvable, we obtain D from Theorem 2.4(2)and Lemma
1.16(11).
Proof. The assertion is proved by Proposition 6.1
Proposition 6.3. // e=5, then G is solvable, B^Ba{P-Z5) where P-Z5 is
the semi-direct product of its normal subgroup P by Z5 and it is not the direct
product PxZs, and the decomposition matrix of Bo has the form
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
Proof. By Proposition1.10and Lemma 1.12,G is solvable since we may
assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Hence G is the semi-directproduct of P by
Z6, and it is not the directproduct PxZn. The decomposition matrix of Bo is
easilyobtained.
Proposition 6.4. // e=7, then there is a basicset W of Bo such that W
containsthe trivialBrauer characterand the decompositionmatrix of Bo with
respectto W has theform
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U
U 1
d2 0
0
^3
d16
Sir
49
where di= + l.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we can prove the assertionby Pro-
position5.2.
Proposition 6.5. Suppose k(B0)―l6.
(1) // G has an involution x with bx = B0(P-Z-i) where P-Z3 is a semi-
direct product of P by Z3 and it is not the direct product PxZ3> then the gene-
ralized decomposition matrix Dx of Bo relative to x has the form (*).
(2) // G has an involution x with bx = B0(Z2xZ2xL2(q)) for some q>3 with
q=3 or 5 (mod 8), then the generalized decomposition matrix Dx of Bo relative
to x is as follows:
(i) When 3<g=3 (mod8), Dx has the form (*).
(ii) When 3<q=5 (mod8), Dx has the form (**).
u
ljf
1 0
d2 0
<53 0
d4 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
85
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
9
≪5l3
8U
ljf
1G 1 0
82 0
8, 0
<54 0
d5 8,
86 86
d9 0
8i0 0
3u 0
512 0
^14 ^14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o9
§12
§U
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dm $u d16
(*)
o15 di5
(**)
where di~±l and h4=CG{x).
Proof. (1) By Proposition 6.2(i),we know the Cartan matrix of bx. Hence
the assertion is proved as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.
ver
We obtain the Cartan matrix of bx from Lemma 1.16(ii).Thus we can
(2) as in the proof of (1).
Lemma 6.6. Assume e=9, O(G)=1, O'(G)=ZaxZtxLt(q) for some q>3 with
q=3 or 5 (mod 8),and G has a normal subgroup H of odd prime index with
e(H)=3. Let bo~Bo(H), and let x and z be involutionsin Z(O'(G))and L2(q),
respectively.Then we have thefollowing.
(i) Z1|J7=ZJ+1|//=Zi+a|J7=Zifor i=l, 5, 9,13
ljlu^j-2+y.j-i+Xj for y=4, 8,12,16
and the valuesXAl),tt(x),lAz) and X/xz) are as follows:
^5>
^9j
~u
z4
is
^10
1
1
1
(q+e)/2
(q+e)/2
(q+e)/2
q
X
1
z
1
2 1
(q+s)/2 -s
-(q+e)/2 -£
(q+e)/2 -s
q
£
s
xz
1
1
£
e
s
―e
where {X1=1G, Z2, ■･･,Xle}=Irr(B0), {7ti=lH, &, ― , Z16}=Irr(60) and s = ―1 if q=S
(mod 8); e=l if g=5 (mod 8).
(ii) ^<U=^i+i|//=^i+a|ff=^≪+2>/s for i=l, 4, 7
ty/iere {rfa=l0> <52,･･･, <49}=IBr(50) and {^i=lff, 4, ^3} =IBr(60).
Proof. Let S=Or(G)=(x, y>xL2(q) and P~(x, y, z, w} where O, ≪/>is a
2-Sylow subgroup of L2(q). We can write Ns(P)=<s, CS(P)> for some s^Ns(P)-
We may assume z*=w and w*=zw. We can also write NG(P)=(.s,t,CG(P)} for
some teNG(P) where s and f have order 3 modulo CG(P) since e=9 (cf.Lemma
1.13). We may assume xl=y, yt=xy> zl=z and ivl=w. As in the proof of
Lemma 5.3, we get G/H=<tH>, CG{P)^=CH{P) and ＼G:H＼=3. By [10, Lemma
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18.5], {1, x, z, xz] is the set of all representatives of G-conjugate classes of P.
As before, l(bx)=l(bz)=3 and l(bxz)=l. By Lemma 3.1, k(B0)=16. Since 5 is
normal in CG(x) and e(CG(x))=3, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that bx~B0(Z2XZ2
xL2(q)). Thus, by Lemmas 1.16(1)and 6.5(2),we may assume
(*)
ZiU)=-
±1 for f=l, ■･■, 4
±(g+e)/2 for j=5, ･･･,12
±<? for t=13, ･･･,16
Since e(#)--3, by Lemma 2.3, bo= Bo(S). Let C0(P)=PX V. By [10, Theorem
18.4],Pr＼G'=P, so that ＼G:VG'＼is odd. Since bo~Bo(S) and since CH(P)=
PxV, by Proposition 1.5,|//:W/'|=4. Thus, |G : VC |=3, so that£'(50)=3
from Proposition 1.5. Since bo= Bo(S), by [10, Theorem 38.1],we know the
values of Xi＼sfor all i. Then we get the tablein (i). Using thiswe may
assume that
U1A=G for i= 1.R.9. 13
r**＼
for ;=4, 8, 12, 16.
By (*) and (**), we may assume that Xi＼II=X2＼II―X3＼JI=X1. Since X2(x)+X3(x)
+Z4U)=-1, by Proposition 1.4, (*) and (**), we get Xi＼H^X2+X3+Xi. Similarly,
we may assume that Xj＼H= Xj-z+Xj-i+Xj for j―S, 12, 16. We may also assume
that Xi＼h―Xi+i＼H~Xi+2＼H―Xi for i=5, 9, 13 using Frobenius reciprocity (*) and
(**). This completes the proof of (i). Since bo~Bo(S), by Lemma 1.16(i), 02(1)
=#,(l)=(0-l)/2. Thus /0(^)=G for ;=1, 2, 3 since |G:i/|=3. For all
0jeIBr(J3o) we have tfii＼HGlBr(b0) by Clifford's theorem since ＼G:H＼=3. Thus,
by [15, V 16.6 Satz], we get (ii) for suitable indexing of <p2,･･■, 09. This com-
nipfps fhp nrnof nf thp Ipmma
Proposition 6.7. Assume as in Lemma 6.6. Then the decomposition matrix
D of Br,is as follows.
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(i) 3<g=3 (mod8):
r＼
(ii) 3<tf=5 (mod8):
D=
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
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0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0 (*)
1
1111
where (*) is one of the following types
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
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Proof. We use the same notation as in Lemma 6,6. Let D be the decom-
position matrix of b0, and let D={dj3i)j,x- Let Xj＼H―Hihpti for each j, and
L={li}＼s. Similarly,let $=2^^ for each k, and B=(^X)K,X. By [7, §26],
(1) DB=LD.
(i) Since bo^Bo(S), by (1) and Lemmas 1.16(ii)and 6.6,
I
0
0
1
(2)
and
(3)
By Lemma 6.6,
(4)
D=
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
?
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
11111
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 1
?
1 1
dlt.i+du,l-＼-d16.i=l for all *=1, ■■･,9
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
nxz ― ( Axz＼ ― 1
1
1
1
-1
-1
^
-1
1
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where Dxz is the generalized decomposition matrix of BQ relative to xz. Clearly,
S is normal in CG(x). By the proof of Lemma 3.1,e(CG(x))=3. Since <^~3 (mod_
8), by Lemmas 2.3 and 6.5(2),
(5)
＼≪k, a/i, a
*-Vg
^y16
1
st
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
<5is
5u
815
ft
0
0
0
0
d5
0
0
0
0
die
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
010
§12
die,
where dja are the generalized decomposition numbers of Bo relative to x, ^=±1,
Xn=X1=l^_{Xvv - ,XvJ^={Xa, - ,Xu}, {<PI=Im, <f>xi,$}=＼Br(bx) and M--=CG{x).
Let c―( J in Lz{q). Then, by [10, Theorem 38.1] and Lemma 1.16, we may
assume that
(6) 0?(c)=(-l+V-9)/2 and $■(<:)=(--l-V-?)/2.
By Lemma 6.6 and (5), {XUl, ･･･, ZUJ = {Zi, ･･･, Z.J and {ZVl8, ･■･,ZVlJ = {Z13, ･･■, Z16}.
We may assume that X5^{XV$, ■･■, XVs}. By Lemma 6.6, X5＼H=X6＼H=X1＼iI. Thus,
by (5) and (6), we get that X6 and X7 are both in {XVs, ■■･,XVs}. Similarly, none
of {Z9, X10, Xn] are in {XVB, - , Zvg}. Hence, by (2), (5) and (6), we know {Z,G, ･■■,
Zygl^iZs, ･･･, Z8}. Thus, {ZV9, ･･･, XVli}= {X9, ■■■,Z12}. Hence we may assume
that Xv.=Xi for all z'=l, ･-･, 16. Therefore, by Lemma 6.6,
1
1
1
1
44
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(7)
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0
0
0
(<&ka =
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
-^
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Next, we want to know the generalized decomposition numbers d＼aof Bo relative
to z. Let L=CG(z). As for x, e{L)^2> and l(B0(L))=3. Since NL(P)=<t, CL(P)>
and zt=z, we get from Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 2.4(1) that k{B0{L))=k{bz)
=16. By Theorem 2.4(2) and Lemmas 6.6 and 6.5, L is solvable, so that
bz~Ba{P-Zz) from Proposition 6.1 where P-Z3 is a semi-direct product of its
normal subgroup P by Z3 and it is not the direct product PxZ3. Thus, by
Lemma 6.5,
Y
G―t-vi
*v7
(8) ＼dvi> a)i, a ln
^v9
^11
y
^"15
^v16
&
1
0
0
^4
85
0
0
Ob
8*
0
0
d12
0,3
0
0
Oi6
0 0
d2 0
0 <53
<54 ^4
0 0
o6
0
os
0
0
o
0
816
0
<58
0
0
On
012
0
0
816
<3l6
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where 8t=±l, XVl=X1=l0, {XVgt ■■■, XVJ = {X2, ■■■, 116} and {<$, fa $} =IBr(6,)
Clearly, ^≪(1)=^(1)=^(1)=1. Hence, by Lemma 6.6 and (8),
R^8,512,<516} = {1,1, 1,-1}.
By Lemma 6.6, Xi(z)=Xi+1(z)=Xi+2,(z)=l for i=l, 5, 9. So it follows from (4), (7)
(8) and [10, Theorem 63.3] that 84=ds=d12=l and 8lt= ―l. Thus, again by (4)
(7), (8) and [10, Theorem 63.3],
4>＼
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
(10)
KQ-iotJi, a
1
1
0
0
1
-1
0
0
-1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
^
0
-1
ft
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
2
for suitable indexing. By (2),(3),(10) and [10, Theorem 63.3],
D=
^13
^16
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1 0
0 1
0
0
0 0 1
1 1 1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Since bo= Bo(S), as in the proof of (i) we get
0
0
1
1
(11)
and
(12)
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1
0
0
1
D=- i
1
1
0
1
0
1
?
1
?
1
?
1
0
0
1
0
1
?
1111
1
0
0
0
?
1 1 1
? ?
1111111
du, x+du,x+d15, x=l
As in the proof of (i),we have
(13)
1
1
1
^
j[
-1
^
2
1
(#ak≪ =
^
1
1
1
1
1
4>f <t>l
1 o
i o
1 0
-1 0
l l
l i
i l
I
1
1
1
-1
1
1
1
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
Y
for ^=1, ■･･, 6
for X=l, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9
for X=l, ･■･,9.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
＼d＼a)i,a ―
^
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
4>＼
o
1
o
l
0
1
0
― 1
0
1
0
I
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
-1
-1
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
1
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where df',dfa,d＼a,$1 and <jfa re the same as in (i). By Lemmas 6.6 and 1.16,
we know the degrees of all Xt and <j>a.Thus, by (11),(12),(13) and [10, Theo-
rem 63.31, we may assume
58
(14) D=
Similarly,we may assume
(15) D=
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1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
x
9
Xia 1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0
So, by (11), (12), (13), (14), (15) and [10, Theorem
(16) D=
■
^13
･M6
0
1 0 0
0 10
0 0 1
1 1 1
63.3],
?
1 1 1
Thus, considering the degrees of
siy cases :
z9
Z]0
zls
2.4
Z]6
z18
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0 fa 4>3
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 10
1 1 1
0
1
0
2 <f>i
10 0 1
0 10 0
0 0 10
1111
Xt and
0 10
10 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
1 1 1
0 <j>2 0 3
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
<pa,by (11)-(16) we get the following
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 10
1 1 1
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 10
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 1 1
& <p2 (pS 4> 4>%
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
3 4> <f>2. <pS
Thus, for suitable indexing of Z,:and (pa, we obtain (ii).
The following theorem is one of the main results of this section.
Theorem 6.8. Let G^G/O(G) and S=O'(G). If G is nonsolvable, e―9 and
e(S)^9, then we have the following.
(i) S=Z2XZ2xL2(q) for some q>3 with q=3 or 5 (mod8).
(ii) For any subnormal subgroup L of G of odd index with e(L)=9,
Proof. We may assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1, so that S=O'(G).
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(i) Since G is nonsoivable, e(S)=3. Thus, we get (i) from Proposition 1.10
and Lemma 1.12.
(ii) Firstly, we want to Drove that
(*)
{if L is a normal subgroup of G such that ＼G:L＼ is an odd prime and
e(L)―9 and if // is a normal subgroup of L such that ＼L＼H＼is an odd
prime and e(H)=3, then Bn = B()(L).
Let bo=BlU). By Lemma 3.1, k(B0)=k(b0)^16 and l(B0)=l(b0)=9. We may
write O'(G)=S=(x, y}xL2(q) and P=(x, y, z, w} where (z, w} is a Sylow 2-
subgroup of L2(q). By the proof of Lemma 6.6, we may assume xs=x, ys~y,
zs=w, ws=zw, xl=^y, yl=xy, zl=-z and wt=w where s, t^NL(P)=(s, t,CL(P)).
So NG(P)=<s, t,CG(P)>. By the proof of Lemma 3.1,Kbxt)―l. Thus, by Lemma
1.9,Xi{xz)=±＼ for all Xjelrr(i5o). By Lemma 6.6, we know the values Z/l) and
Xj(xz) for all ZjGlrr(60). Using this,if X, Z'elrr(6o) and Z(1)=Z/(1), then X(xz)=
X＼xz)=±l. Hence it follows from Corollary 1.8 that B0^b0. Thus we get (*).
On the other hand, G/S is solvable from [12, Theorem]. Hence we can verify
(ii)by repeating the above way. This completes the proof.
Proposition 6.9. Let D be the decomposition matrix of Bo> and let S=
O'(G/O(G)), If 2=9, then we have following.
( i) When G is solvable.
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
o 0
i
1 0
0
0
D= 0
1 I 1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0 1
0 0
1 0
1 1
1
0
0
o
0
0
1
0
0
0
i o o
o i o
0 0 1
0 0 0
110 0 0
0 0 111
0 0 10 0
10 0 10
0 10 0 1
11111
(li) When G is nonsolvable and e(S)=9, we know D from Theorem 3.4(2)
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and Lemma 1.16(11).
(iii) When G is nonsolvable and e(S)=3, we know D from Theorem 6.8 and
Proposition 6.7.
Remark 1. There is a finite group G with an elementary abelian Sylow
2-subgroup P of order 16 such that e(G)=9 and O'(G/O(G))^Z2xZ2xL,(q) for
q>3 with q=3 or 5 (mod8). Let (z, w} be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L2(q), and
let S―(.x,y}xL2(q) and P=(x, y, z, w} where (x, y) is elementary abelian of
order 4. There is an automorphism r of (x, y} with xr=y and yr―xy. We can
consider that reAut(S) if its we consider that r is trivialon L2(q). So there is
a semi-direct product G of its normal subgroup S by <r>. Then, e(G)=9 and O'(G)=
S=Z2XZ9xL2(q).
The next theorem is one of the main results of this section.
Theorem 6.10. // G is nonsolvable and e=15, then B0^B0(SL(2, 16)).
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume O(G)=1. Let S=O'(G). Since G
is nonsolvable, it follows from Proposition 1.10 and Lemma 1.12 that e(S)=£land
e(S)i^5. So that e(S)=3 or 15. Firstly, suppose e(S)―3. By Proposition 1.10
and Lemma 1.12, S=Z2XZ2xL2(g) for some q>3 with q = 3 or 5 (mod8). Thus,
there is an involution x^Pf＼Z{S). We can write Ns(P)=(s, CS(P)} for some
s^Ng(P). Thus, xs=x. Since g=15, we can write N0(P)=<t, CG(P)> for some
te=N0(P). Since NS(P)/CS(P) can be considered as a subgroup of NG(P)/CG(P)
through the canonical monomorphism, we get that s=t5i (mod CG(P)) for some
integer i with z^O (mod 3). Thus, x―xthx. This is a contradiction. Hence
e(S)=15, so that SsSL(2, 16) from Proposition 1.10 and Lemma 1.12.
We prove B0 = B0(S) by induction on |G|. Let G^S. Since G/S is solvable
by [12, Theorem], G has a normal subgroup // of odd prime index with SQH.
Let bo=BQ(H), and let z be an involution in P. Since bo= Bo(S) by induction, we
get &(&o)=16 anc*
() UD=
1 for i=l
15 for i=2, -, 9
17 for i = 10. ･･■, 16
Uz)=
1 for i=l
-1 for f=2, -, 9
1 for i=10. ■･･. 16
using [10, Theorem 38.2], where {Xu ■■■, Z16}=lrr(b0). Since all involutions in
P are G-conjugate, Pr＼G'~P by [10, Theorem 18.4]. Thus, k'(B0) is odd from
Proposition 1.5. Now, we want to claim that k(B0)―16. ^ k'(B0)―l, we get
from Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 that k(Bn)=16. Suppose k(B0)^--l6. Since e=15,
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l(bz)=l. Thus, by Lemma 1.15(2), k(B0)=&. So that k'(BQ)=Z, 5 or 7. Let
{Xlf - , ls} =Irr(fl0).
Case 1. k'(B0)=7: We may assume 3^(1)= - =Z7(1)=1 and Z8(1)>1. By
Clifford's theorem, Proposition 1.3 and (*), we have X1＼H= ･･■=X7＼H=X1. Thus,
by Proposition 1.4, (XB＼H, Z/)=£0 for ;―2, ･･･, 16. Then we have a contradiction
from Clifford's theorem and (*) by considering the degrees of X,.
Case 2. k'(B0)=5: We may assume Zt(l)=l for i=l, ･･･, 5 and Z/1)>1 for
j=6, 7, 8. As in Case 1 we know Xi＼H― ･･･ ―Xb＼H=Xr. Since k(B0)^k(b0),
B0^b0. So that we get from Proposition 1.6 that Gi^VH where V is a sub-
group of G with C0(P)=Px V. Since k'(B0)=5, |G:#|=5 by Proposition 1.5.
So, by Clifford's theorem and Proposition 1.4,
for suitable indexing of Z2, ■･■, Z16. Hence we have a contradiction from Clifford's
theorem and (*) by considering the degrees of X}
Case 3. k'(B0)=3: Let Zi(l)=l for i=l, 2, 3 and Z/1)>1 for ;=4, ■･･, 8.
As in Case 2, ＼G:H＼=3. Then, by Proposition 1.4, for suitable indexing of
X2, ･■■, X16, we get
X41h ==X-i~rX3-TXi, Z51//^^Zg-TZs i ^t > Zg|#―ZgT-Zg-rZjo
Z7 IH:r::Z11+ Z12+ Z13 , Z8IH-:==Zi4+ Z15+ Zi6
Then we have a contradiction as in Case 2.
Thus, fc(£0)=16. Let {X1, ■･･, Z16} =Irr(fl0). Since /(6J=1, Zi(z)=±l for i=
1, ･･･, 16 from Lemma 1.9. Thus, we know from Clifford's theorem, Proposition
1.3 and (*) that Xt＼HeIrr(60) for all i=l, ･･･, 16. Hence, by Proposition 1.4, we
may assume that Xi＼n=Xi for all i= 1, ■■■, 16. This shows k'(B0)―l. So that
B0 = b0 from Propositions 1.5 and 1.6. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proposition 6.11. // e=15, then thereis a basicset W of Bo such that W
contains the trivialBrauer character and the decompositionmatrix of Bo with
respectto W has theform
U 1
0
die
<?16
0
di5
<5l6
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where di= ±1
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.2 (cf. the case whei
e=l in Proposition 5.2).
Lemma 6.12. // g―21, then there is an involution z^P and there are tuu
elements s, t<=NG(P) such that NG(P)=<s, t,CG(P)>, zs=z and z(= z.
Proof. Firstly, we want to prove that
f there is an involution ueP and there are two elements s, t<=NG(P) sue!
(*) - that NG(P)=(s, t,CG(P)>, s and t have orders 3 and 7 modulo CG(P
respectively, and us=u.
We may assume O(G)=1 by the proof of Lemma 1.1. Since S=O'(G) is norma
in G, e(S)=l, 7 or 21. When e(S)=7 or 21, we get (*) from Proposition 1.10 anc
Lemma 1.12. Assume e(S)=l. Then P is normal in G and |G:P|=21. We car
write G―<s, t,P} for s, t^G such that s and t have orders 3 and 7 modulo P
respectively. Clearly, there is an involution j?eP with yl=y. Suppose x*^i
for allinvolutions xsF. Then, e(CG(y))~7. By Proposition 5.2 and [10, Lemmg
66.1], the Cartan matrix of hy has 2 as an elementary divisor of multiplicity 6
Thus, by [5, (7G)], [18, Proposition 1.2] and [10, Theorem 65.4], we get l(B0)^l
since allinvolutions in G are conjugate. On the other hand, l(B0)=5 since G/F
is noncyclic of order 21 (cf. Lemma 1.13). This is a contradiction. Hence we
obtain (*).
Next, we prove the lemma. There is an involution ^eP with zl=z. By (*).
there are other two involutions v, iveP such that vs=v, ws=w and u, v, w are
all distinct. It suffices to show z(={u, v, w). Suppose z^.{u, v, w). Since zs=£z,
we know that {1, u, v, w, z, uz, vz, wz) is the set of all representatives of <s>-
conjugate classes of P. Since ui^z, we get uli=u. Thus, {1, u, uz, z} is the set
of all representatives of <£>-conjugate classes of P. Hence, by elementary calcu-
lation, we get that ve {uz, ulz,■■■, ut6z}. Hence no two elements in {u, v, z)
are conjugate in G. These show that all G-conjugate classes of P are {1}, {z}
{u, u＼■･･, ute} and {uz, ulz, ■･■, u^z). Thus, zs~z. This is a contradiction.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.13. // e=21, then k(B0)=16 and l(B0)=5.
Proof. Let s, t and z be the same as in Lemma 6.12. Hence s and t have
orders 3 and 7 modulo CG(P), respectively. There is an involution xeP with
x'=x and x"^x. Thus, {1. x, xz, z] is the set of all representatives of conjugate
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classes of G of 2-elements by [10, Lemma 18.5]. We may assume O(G)=1 by
Lemma 1.1. By Z*-theorem [10, Theorem 67.1], z^Z(G). These Imply from [10,
Theorems 68.4 and 65.4] that k(B0)=^2l(BQ)+l(bx)+l(bx,). Since e(Co(x))=3, l(bx)
―3 by Theorem 2.4(1). Similarly, l(bxz)=3. Since zeZ(G), as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2 we get from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 1.2 that l(B0)=5, so that
k(B0)=ie.
Lemma 6.14. Assume e=21, 0{G)=l, O'(G)=ZixSL(2, 8) and G has a normal
subgroup H of odd prime index with e(H)=7. Then for any involutionz in
SL{2,8),we have
Ul)= - =Z6(1)=1, Z7(l)=■･･=Z12(1)=7,
Z18(1)=Z14(1)=21,Z16(1)=Z16(1)=27,
Uz)= - =Z6(*)=1, Z7(z)=･･-=Z18(e)=-l,
Z18(^)=Z14(2r)=-3,Xls(z)=X16(z)=S
where {X^U, Z2,- , Z16}=Irr(fl0).
Proof. Let bo=Bo(H), S=O'(G)=<w>xSL(2, 8) and P=(w, x, y, z> where
O, y, z) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL(2, 8). As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, G/H
= <r#> for some r^NG(P), CG(P)=CH(P) and ＼G:H＼=3. We can write NS(P)
=<f, CS(P)> for some t^Ns(P). Since Pn^(S)=<w>, it follows from Lemma 6.12
and Z*-theorem [10, Theorem 67.1] that it>eZ(G). Then, by the proof of Lemma
6.13, we may assume that zl^z, zr―z and l(bz)=S. By the proof of Lemma 2.2,
l(B0(Cs(z)))―l. So that Cs(z) is 2-nilpotent from [10, Corollary 65.3]. Hence
CG{z) is solvable. Since e(CG(z))=3, by Proposition 6.1, bz= B0(P-Z3) where P-Zs
is a semi-direct product of its normal subgroup P by Z3 and it is not the direct
product PxZs. Then, by Lemma 6.5, we know the generalized decomposition
numbers of Bo relative to z. This implies
f ±1 for i=l, ･･･, 12
(*) Uz)=＼
{ ±3 for i=13, -,16
for suitable indexing of Z2, ･･･, Z16. By Lemma 2.3, bo= Bo(S). So, by [10, Theo-
rem 38.2],
Z1(1)=Z8(1)=1, Z8(l)= - Z10(l)=7,
Z11(D=---;=Z16(l)-9,
(**)
Uz)=Uz)=l, Zs(z)= ･･･=X10(z)=-l,
Xu(z)= ■■■=Z＼≪(z)=l
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where {Zi=la, Z2,･･･, Xu} =Irr(b0). We can write CC(P)=?X F. By Theorem
2.4 and Lemma 6.13, we get l(B0)^l(b0)=l(B()(S)). Hence B0^bQ, so that F//^G
by Proposition 1.6. Thus, |G : VH＼ = ＼G:H＼=3. Hence, by Proposition 1.5,k'(B0)
is divisibleby 3. Since ＼G:H＼=3, it follows from Frobenius reciprocity, Pro-
position 1.3 and (**) that k'(BQ)S6- By observing the conjugate classes of G of
2-elements, we know Pr＼G'i-P from [10, Theorem 18.4]. Hence ＼G:VG'＼ is
divisible by 2. Thus, £'(£<,)=＼G:VG'＼ =6 from Proposition 1.5. Then, by (*)
and (**), we may assume that
Similarly, we may assume that
Hence we may assume that
Therefore the lemma is Droved bv (**).
Now, we state the next theorem which is one of the main results of this
Theorem 6.15. Let G=G/O(G) and S^O'(G). If G is nonsolvable,e=21
and e(S)^2l, then we have the following.
(i) S~Z2XSL{2, 8).
(ii) For any subnormal subgroup L of G of odd index with e(L)―21,
Bn^Bn(L).
Proof. We can assume O(G)=1 by Lemma 1.1. Hence S~O'(G).
(i) By Lemma 1.13, e(S)=7. Hence, by Proposition 1.10 and Lemma 1.12,
S=ZZXSL(2, 8).
(ii) Firstly, we want to show that
if L is a normal subgroup of G such that ＼G＼L＼is an odd prime and
(*) e{L)―2l, and if H is a normal subgroup of L such that ＼L:H＼ is an
odd prime and e(H)=7, then J3O= J3O(L).
Let bo=Bo(L). By Lemma 6.13, k(B(l)=--k{b0)=16and l(B0)=l(b0)=5. Let S=O＼G)
=(ivyxSL,(2, 8) and P=(w, x, y, z} where (x, y, z) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
5L(2, 8). As in the proof of Lemma 6.14,
(**)
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Uz)=＼
where {Xu - ,Z16}=Irr(B0).
assume that
Let
±1
±3
for i=l, - , 12
for i=13, -,16
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Z16}=Irr(&0). By Lemma 6.14, we may
(**#＼
3^(1)= ■- =Z6(1)=1, Z7(l)= ･- =Z12(1)=7
.Z18(1)=Z14(1)=2L Z,b(1)=Z16(1)=27,
X (z)= ...=Z,(z)=l, Z7(*)= ･･･ =Z12(z)=-l
Zi3(z)=Zi4(z)= ―3, ZiB(z)=Zi8(^)―3.
Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 5.4,by (**),(***), Clifford's theorem and Pro-
position 1.4, we may assume that Xi＼L―%ifor alli―1, ■■■, 16. Hence we get
B0~b0 by Corollary 1.7. This proves (*). Since G/S is solvable by [12, Theo-
rerrf],we can verify (ii).
Remark 2. There is a finitegroup G with elementary abelian Sylow 2-sub-
groups of order 16 such that e(G)=21 and O'(G/O(G))^Z2xSL{2, 8). We know
it as in Remark 1 of§2.
Proposition 6.16. // e=21, then thereis a basicset W of Bo such that W
contains the trivialBrauer character and the decompositionmatrix of Bo with
respectto W has the form
lo 1
d2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8,
<5l2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
<5l3
0
0
0
0
0
0
d5
s6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
^16
0
0
0
0
0
0
d7
d8
0
0
flu
3≪
^13
5i4
3l5
^16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
d3
5io
8n
8U
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Proof. We can verify the proposition as in Proposition 5.2
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